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uniqueness
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of publishing
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journal
is decreased
considerably.
and
the opportunities
for confusion
are increased.
In addition,
1 cannot
understand
why the American
Institute
of
Physics,
which
publishes
the Phy,\ita/
Rcvic w ioumals
for the American
Physical Soc; e[y. should want its condensed
matter
physicists
to hate
a journal
whose
name
is less attracti~e,
in my

that
tbtir

opinion,
and less inform atil e than Cc~m
d{~rr.red Ma f[er P/l },.$i(,,r l?e~,iew, fur example.

pubhshers
often find it difficult to make
decisions.
If a journal
gtxms like Topsy,
it may be time for the publisher
to
redefine
editorial
policy
and allow
a
completely
new journal
to be born. Insttad,
when the time comes,
most journals spli[ like recombinant
plasmids,
Often there is nothing
more than letters of the alphabet
to distinguish
the
derivative

lettered

cialism
of an insidious
kind btcause
it
totally ignores
[he significance
of titles
to people
outside
the field. By refusing

entitled

successful

to publish

editions

nal, how is one to know that Phy,sica/
l-?e~,icw, A covers general
physics,
while
Phj,,sicat
Re}ic H II co~ ers condensed
matter
physics?
Other
journals
do n(>t
eien pro~idc
a subtitle.
This is pr(~\in-

it “The Split l%rsunalitv
Symdr(mle
of
Publishers.”
Certain
journal
publishers
want the
best of all possible
worlds.
They want
the names of their j(mmals
to become
well-known,
But when journals
become
e~er~one

separate
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(he
subtitle
when
writing
citations.
Without
l(x~king at a copy of the j(mr -

cation cumbersome.
There
is a well-known
American
popular
tune, “What a Difference
a Day
Made,,, 1 (he nllnle of which inspired
this

eminent

Makes

C, and D, These letters are uninfomlative to be sure. Although
the journal
is
subtitled,
many authors
do not include

I feel like I’m on a [read mill. The faster
I run, the more 1 feel like 1 am standing
still, While my cries against
false publication dates] and idiosyncratic
citation
practices?
by various journals
may have
lessened,
the “enemy”
continues
to find
new ways 10 make scientific
communi-

new

“A”

Illlv

dream. Today 1 continue my crusading
pre-occupatiorr
with the tri~ia that make
not work, Sometimes
science work-or

so

An
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Like Don Quixote
in Man of La Mancha, I cuntinue to dream the impossible

essay,

Difference

Lest there be any doubt about it, f am
not arguing
against
\plitting
journals.
On the contra~,
I am encouraging
it,
When a i(~urnal splits in order to accommodate
rapidly emerging
subject
areas,
C’urrcn /
benefits.

the

the

is no

new

C’otllctltv”
[Isually
parts

when

fall more

/C~’” )
a journal
neatly

often
splits,
into

the

general
categories
we havr e~tablishd
for each CL’ edition,
Sometimes.
these

longer a re~:iew journal)
reached
mammo~h proportions, ” it decided
to split in-
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parts may even be covered in separate
editions of CC. Consider the f’hilosophical Transactionsof
.London.
Series

physical sciences,
Contents/Physical,
Science~.
Series

is covered

by

the Roya[

Society

Someone
should do a sociological
study of the human process involved in
deciding which part of a split-journal
will be named A. To me, as a graduate
of an American
school, the letter A
connotes
a degree of excellence
exceeded only by A+. The letter B means
just above average. I wonder how my
colleagues in systematic pharmacology
feel when they are given the B section of
Pharmacology
& Therapeutics
(General
and Systematic Pharmacology).
Whatever their feelings of disappointment,
they should consider themselves more
fortunate than their poor clinical colleagues who receive section C (Clinical
Pharmacology
and Therapeutics).
Even
they, however, are more fortunate than
the “natural scientists’” of the French
Academy. Section D is a pretty low ratshould
ing. Who says mathematics
always be named A?
There are many split journals in the
1S1’ data base. (See Figure 1.) A lot of
them are simply split into parts A and B.
(Why don’t they name them X and Y?)
While most journals split because of
subject specialization,
the Journal of
Bone and Joint Surgery has a unique approach.
That journal appears
in an
American
edition,
which
publishes
research from the US, and a British edition, which publishes research from the
UK. This sort of nationalism
seems
somewhat anachronistic.
However, this
is one case where the letters A and B,
which are included with the journal’s
volume number, really stand for something.
Even journals that use “meaningful”
or mnemonic
letter codes can breed
Journal
of
confusion.
The American
for example, now comes in
Physiology,
five parts which can be obtained either
separately or together in a consolidated
edition.
The consolidated
journal
is
divided into five lettered sections (C, E,
H, R, and F) that correspond to each of

of

mathematical
and
is covered in Current

A,

Chemical
& Earth
B, biological sciences,
Current
Content~/Life

Sciencex.

However, not afl journal splits result
Comptes
in such neat categorizations.
the proceedings of the French
Rendus,
Academy of Science, was split a few
years ago into four parts. However,
Naturelles
publishes
Sen”es D—Sciences
research
in
mineralogy,
geology,
paleontology,
rural economy, botany,
zoology.
physiology,
and
biology.
medicine.
In order
to provide
all
readers with comprehensive
coverage of
this leading French journal, we cover
Sen”es
D in Current
Contents/Life
Sciences,
Current
Contents/Physical,
and CurChemical
& Earth Sciences,
rent Contents/Agn”cultu
re, Biology
&

I doubt that
Sciences.
we can afford this luxury much longer.
Now that the Academy has learned to
live with an English contents page, is it
too much to hope that it will recognize
that the earth sciences should not be
lumped with biology and medicine?
If publishers have to assign code letters for each part of a journal, they
should at least give us a clue as to which
subject specialty is represented by each
letter. For example, how is one to know
the difference between Nuclear Physics
Physics
B? You can’t
A and Nuclear
even tell by looking at the covers. Each
part is described as a “journal devoted
to the experimental
and theoretical
study of the fundamental constituents of
matter and their interactions.”
We had
to phone the publisher to learn that part
A covers low-energy and intermediate
energy physics, while part B covers
high-energy physics.

Environmental
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Figure 1: Di\ided journals covered by C’urwn{ (’omt,nt.Y’
ence Cilolwn index”
Information in parenthews
prmide these data in their litles.
Acts Bwlogica Craco\iensia-Serim
Acts Chemica

.%andinatica

So’iol .$cienw, C’,fo(ion lnde~ ‘M and [he Sciclarifies suhiect areas for journals that d{) not

Bofanica
Zocdogia

Series A — Physical and [norganic Chemistry
B — Organic Chemistry & Biochern]strv

Acts Crystalk)gmphica Sec(ion A — Crystal Phyws,

Diffmc[ion. ‘[ he{)re(ical and Gtn.
Crystallography
B — Structural Crys(alk]gmphy and Crys(al (’hem.

.

Acts Faculla[is Rwum Naturaliun] (lni\ersi[atis Comenianae-Serie\
Acts Pa(h,@ka

Phvsi(l]ogia Plan[;trum
Zo<d<,gia
et Mlcrohiologica Scandina, ica Src{i<m A — Pii(hol<>gy
B — Microbiology
~ — tmmunoh,gy

Ac[a Phvsica Polonic8 Swim A (General Phvslc\, Condensed

Matter Phy\ic\, Op[ics .S Quantum
f<leclr[mim, Atomic & M<)lrcular F)l]y sic\, Applied Physiml
Series B (Particle Physics and Field 1 heory, Nuclear Phy\ics. ‘flew
of
Relati\ityl

Ac[a Polytechnic

Scandinavia

— Chemistry including Metallurgy Serie\
Ci!il Eng L%Bldg. C(msfr Series
Elec Eng. Swim
Ma[hemd[ics & Computing Mach. Serie\
!vlechanical Engineering Series
Apphed Physics Series

Acts Radiological — Diagnosis
— Oncology.
American

Radiation,

Annales de la Snciete’ ScientK]que
Annulm de l’lns(itut

Htnri

Physics, Biology

(Consolidated
Edition)
(Cell Physiology )
(Lndominology,
Metabolism. and [;astrcnnlv.linal
Physiology I
Physiology I
I Hearl and Circulatory
(Regulatory, Integrative and Cmnparali\e
Physi(d(>gj I
(Renal, Fluid and Electrolyte Physiology)

Journal <)f Physiology

de BruxeUes, Serie 1. Sciences Mathematiques,
Phy\ique\

Poincare

Section

A — Physique Thetmique
B — Calcul des Proluihililie\

Astronomiques

et

C( S[ali\liques

Annales drs Sciences NaIurelle\— Bo[amque et Bi{d{)gie Vegemle
— Z(mlogic et Biologw Animale
Annual
Archi\

Rt’pc)rt\ on the Progress
fur Mewmdogie

of Chemistry

Geophyhik

Bulle[in de l“Acadtmie

Polonuise

.

.

Bu(le(in de la Soci.te
Bulletin

Chimlque

of the National

Communication\
Comparative

Biochem.

und Biohlimalologie

de France

Pt.

& fn,m~dnic

SCrie A — Mete<w<)h)gie und (;ec)phy\ik
B — Klinmt<>logle [In]weltn)cle<)rc)l<)glr
S(rah(ungsf orschung

des Sciences — Serie des Sciences
.
.
Science\
.
.
Science\
Scitncrs
Physiques
Science,

Inst. of Agricultural

in Statlslics

Sticti{m A — Phy\ical
B — organic

Biologiques
C’hin]lque\
de la Terre
Miithem:!tiqws,
lrchmques

I IAnalytic. Mineral & [)hyswal Chemis(ryl
If (Molecular Chemi\trvl
Sciences.

(Tokyol

Serw\ A. (I)hy\ics and S(a(i\tic\l

— ‘Theory and Methnds
— Simulation and Computation

& Physwlogv

A\tr~m{m)ique\,

A — Con]parati\c
B — C(mlpara(i}e
C — Comparative
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Phywdc)gy
Biochen]lstr\
Pharmac{d{)gy

Comp[e\

Rendus
Serw, A
B
C
D

Hebdomadaires
des Seances de ~Academie
(Sciences Mathematiquesl
(Sciences Physiques)
(Sciences Chimiques)
(Sciences Naturelles)

Dt)po}idi Akademii
En\ir{mmt’nt

Nauk [tkrainskoi

& Planning

A (Ilrhan

RSR Seriya A — F17ikc>Matematichnita
Tekhnichni Nauhi
B — (&c)logichnl Khimichni ‘1a Bi<)l<)gichnl Nauki
and regional research)

B lArchi[ectural
Geografiska

Annaler

des Science\

and building research)

Series A — Physical Geography
B — Human

Indian J{wmal of Chemislry

Section

Geography

A — inorganic, Physical, lhwrelical
and Analytical
B — Organic Chem., including Medicinal Chemwr~

Indian Journal of Physics and Proc. of the Indian Assoc. for Cul(i\a[i<m
Part A (Nuclear, Particles & Solid Slate Physicsl
Part B (Atmospheric,
Space, Atomic & Molecular Physics)
[7.\estiya Akademii
l?~e~tiya Vysshikh

Journal

<,f Science

Nauk SSSR Seriva Biologicheskaya
Fi7iche\kaya
Vchebnykh
.
.
.
.

Za!edenii.
.

Smyia Fix.ika
A\ia[sionava Tekhnik:i
Radioelektronika

of Bone and Joint Surgery (British Edttion I
,.
(American Edition

Journal of Combinatorial

Journal

of Environmental
.

Journal

of Experimental

Theory

I

Series A IMainly structures. designs and tipplication
combinatorics)
B (Mainly graph theory and matr,)!d the(>ryl

(}[

Science & Health Part A — En\ironmenlal
Science & Engmcering
,.
B — Pesticides, Ftmd C{mtanlmanl\ and Agrlcullurd
Wastes
.
.
C — En\ ironmenkd Htwlth .Scicncm
Psychology — AnimaJ Behavior Processes

.

General
Human Learning and Memory
Human Perception and Performance
Journal of Geophysical
.

Research
.

Journal of Macromolecular
.
.
Journal of Physics A —
B —
C —
D —
E —
F —
G —
Journal

of Polymer
,.
.

.

Science — Chemistry
Physics
.
Reviews in Macromolecular

Chemistry

Mathematical
and General
Atomic and Molecular Physics
Solid State Physics
Applied Physics
Scientific Instruments
Metal Physics
Nuclear Physics

Science — Polymer Chemistry Edition
Polymer Letters Edition
Polymer Physics Edition
Polymer Symposia Edition

Journal of the Chemical
.
.
.
.
.
.

— Oceans and Atmospheres
Space Physics

Swiety
.
.
.

.
.

.

— Chemical Comm””icatio”s
Dalton Transactions
(Inorganic Chemistry )
Faraday Transactions
1 (Physical Chemlstryl
Faraday Transactions
11 (Chemical Physics)
Perkin Transactions
I IOrganic & Bio-Organic Chemistry)
Perkin Transactions
[1 IPhysical Organic Chemistry)
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212

Proc

of Royal Sot. of London

Series A — Mathematical
& Physical
B — Biologica] Sciences

Sciences

Social Science and Medicine

,$Wctr<,~himica
The Structural
Transacfi(ms

— A — Medical Psychology & S{wiotogy
B ‘— Medical An Ihropdogy
C — Medical Economics
D — Medical Geography
Acts Part A — Molecular speCtrl)SCop~
B — Atomic Spectroscopy

Engineer

Par[ A — Monthly
B — R&D f.)uarterly

of the lns[. of Mining & Metallurgy

Vm[”ih

Leningradskogo

Vmlnik

M<>+.oiskogo

(Ini!ersiteta

Sec[ion A. Mining lndu~lry
B. Applied Earth Sciencm
C. Mineral Proccswng & Ex(ractt, e
Metallurgy

.%riva Fizifi i Khimiya
?vta[ema[iki Mekhaniki

Astron{wniya

(lni~ersi[ eta Seriva Fi7ihi i As[ronomiya
Khlmiva
!%tatematihi i ?vtekhanika

\’ie et Mi]ie” Series A — Biologic Marine
B — Oceanographic
C — Biologic Tcrrestrr
Virch{ws

Archii

A — Pathological Anatomy
B — Cell Pa[hologv

Vys~,hc,m{)lek”lyamve

Soedi”e”iya

& Hiw>h>gy

Seriya A I Papers)
B (Brief Communications!

Zei[.,chrlft

fur Naturfmwhung

Par[ A — Physik. Ph\.ihalischc
Chemie, K(mmophy~ih
B — Anorganischt’ Chemie C@ni.cht
Chemie
C — Biowiencc$

Zeitwhrif[

ftw Phvsik A — Atoms & Nuclei
B — Condensed Ma[ter & Quan[a

Zentralhla[t fur Bakwiologie
Parasitenkunde
lnfehti{>nskranhheiten
Orlginzde Reihe A IMedi7iniwhe,
?vlikrohio]ogie u“d Parasiluhyw
B (Hygiene — Pra, cnti, e Nledizinl
Zen!ralblat[

fur Ve!erinamwdi,ine

E.rsle Ah(eilung

Reihe A IPhyw(>h)gie. F’ndt,hrint,l<,gi,). Bi,,chemie,
Pharmak{)k)~ie. lnnerr medvin, C’hirurgw. Genetd.
Tievucht.
Getmr[shilfe, Gy’nak.t~ltvgie, Androl(]gie.
Tierernahrung.
und Futtcrung. Allgemcirw und Spe,wlle
Pa[hologw !
B ( Infections — umf ln}asi{~nshri~n htlciten. Mikr<)bi,,l,yie,
Immunhiologie
Paraiit<)l,,gw. ‘I”ierhygienr,
Lehensn]ittelhy gienr. Patih<d<>gwdcr In fek.ti<wn und
Paras!taren Erhrankun$cn. )
C IAnal<)mia, Hiwologia. Emhrytd[yitil

& Electrolyte
Physiology.
The letter codes do not appear on the covers of
the five separate journals. They are included instead with the page numbers
(H556, for example). Fortunately,
the
page numbers of the consolidated journal are numbered so that no two pages
of the individual journals within the
consolidated
journal
have the same
number.

the separate journals. The letters stand
for a key word in each of the five journals’ subtitles. Thus, section E of the
consolidated journal contains the same
Jourrra! of
articles as the American
Physiology-Endocn”nology,
lism and Gastrointestinal

und Hygiene
1

Fluid

MetaboPhysiology.

The E stands for endocrinology.
Section
F is the only section that is named for
the second word of its subtitle Renal,
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A total disaster results when an author cites bo(h editions of the journal
whenever
an article is cited. 1 had
thought this practice waslimitedtocertain egocentric
writers who insist cm
citing both the original journal article as
well as the book in which it is reprinted.
Some split journals do not have lettercodes at all. Instead,
a descriptive
phrase is tacked onto the journal’s title.
This practice may make it easier to distinguish the disciplinary content of the
But
this
is
a
various
“parts.”
bibliographic
disaster
for everyone who
must deal with absurdly long journal
titles, One of the four sections of the
Journal
Animal

other
menta[

of Expen”menial
Psych oiogv is
Anand Behavior
Processes.
mouthful is Journal of Expen”Psychology-Human

Learning

Such
titles
are
a
bibliographic
nightmare.
Inevitably,
authors fail to include the full title of the
section involved, So the Journa/ of” E.xwill be cited
pen’men[al
Psychology
even though the author is referring to an
article in the section on Human PercepWhen readers
tion and Performance.
try to find these ariicles in libraries, they
waste considerable time.
The Polish Academy of Sciences is
not to be outdone by the French or the
Americans
when it comes
to long
names. Although it is no longer published in French. one part of its journal
Polonis entitled Bulletin de laAcademie
and

Memory.

aise des Science.r—Serie
des
J4a[hematiques,
Astronorniques,

Scien ce.r
Physi-

is Bull.
ques. The standard abbreviation
A cad. Po[. Sri. Math. Phys. You can’t
put it in less than 33 spaces. If you
change Bull. to B. you are still 10 spaces
over the maximum of 20 we allow in a
long abbreviation field!
.$orie!-v
The Journal of the Chemical
(UK) is a good example of a journal that
really has a split personality.
Not long
ago, the Society did away with its A’s
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and B’s and began adding subtitles to
the journal title. Unlike the previous examples, however. these subtitles do not
describe the subject matter within each
of the journal’s six parts. One part. subtitled Chemica/
Communications,
publishes “urgent, novel results from all
branches of chemistry. ” The other five
parts correspond
to three di~isions of
the Chemical Society itself: the Dalton
division (inorganic chemistry). the Faraday division (physical chemistry),
and
the
Perkin
di~ision
(organic
chemistry). How can five journals correspond to only three divisions of the
Chemical Society? The answer is that
both the J. Chem. Sot. Farada-v Transand the J. Chem, Sot. Perkin
actions
are split into parts I and II.
Transactions
Thus, they are split journals within a
split journal!
The long-winded
titles that result
from adding descnpters
onto a split
journal’s name are a serious, daily problem for librarians and indexers, as I
have pointed out previously.q I don’t
know whether this practice exasperates
me as much as those split journals with
nothing more informative than letters of
the alphabet to distinguish their parts.
Just where does one put all those A’s
and B’s when writing citations? Are they
written as part of the journal’s name’? Or
are they included with the volume nunlber? The answer depends on which
journal one reads. Physics Le~~er.r includes letter codes as part of the journal
title. On the other hand,
there is
nothing on the cover of II Nuow Cimento totell the reader which edition it
is except for the inclusion of a letter in
the volume number (39B, for example).
& MediOne journal, Social Science
cine, included its letter codes with the
issue numbers until this year. Now the
letter
codes are included
with the
volume numbers, And as I’ve already
Journal
of
the American
mentioned,

Physiology
includes its letter codes as
part of the page numbers.
deserves special
The journal Physics
mention here. It has three parts, A, B,
and C, but parts B and C are included
within the same binding. A citation of
Physics
in the Science Citation Index’”
/SCI’
) would look like this:
B&C
91 291
77 PHYSICA
What do these A’s and B’s and unwieldy titles mean to us here at 1S1?
They are one big pain in the neck.
Whether a lettered journal calls its parts
“sections,”
like the Indian Journal of
or “series,” like Comptes
Chemistry,
the inclusion or lack of incluRendus,
sion of these letters in citations has
plagued us for twenty years. Confusion
over what to do with them may be the
reason why so many scientists
omit
them entirely when writing citations.
This creates chaos for libraries and
scientists who have to trace these papers
down. There was a time when one could
find a journal articIe in a library simply
by knowing the journal name, volume
(or year), and page. This “code” is used

by most scientists I know. It used to be a
universal shorthand to simplify library
work.
During our recent most-cited author
study, ~ several names that should have
been picked up in our computer search
did not get on our list. Among them
were the physicists W. C. Hamilton and
G. R. Satchler. They have a predilection for publishing in journals that play
the alphabet game. When we did our
massive computer
runs, we did not
realize what a difference an “A” can
make.
We have since programmed our computer to handle the peripatetic letters in
such citations. Now we will find them
whether they are written as part of the
journal, volume, or page! The names inadvertently omitted from our study will
appear in the future when we publish
our list of the 1,OtX)most-cited authors.
Maybe the injured parties will influence
publishers of mitotic journals to be a little more considerate
of those people
who have to live with such trivia daily.
8s1
C1919
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